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I. Introduction. Let P(x, I, E) be a stationary transition probability func-

tion on the real line. It is well known [IV; V] that for each probability

measure p., the function P determines a Markov process {$2, SF, Pr} with

initial distribution p. That is, a space fl of paths «= {x(r, co)|r^0J can be

chosen, together with a field SF of subsets of S2 containing all sets of the form

{w|a<x(/, w) <b}, and a measure Pr{ •} on SF, such that

(1.1) Pr {a < x(t, co) < b} =  )  P(x, t,(a, b))»(dx)

tor t>0, a, b real. (Here and throughout the paper we suppress the indication

of the range of an integration, if that range is the real line.)

For each t>0,

(1.2) m -* nTt:pTt(E) = j P(x, t, E)p(dx)

defines a positivity and norm preserving operator on the space of bounded

additive Borel set functions. The hypothesis that the transition probabilities

are stationary is reflected in the fact that the operators { Tt \ t > 0} form a

semi-group: Tt+. = TtTs.

Among the semi-groups defined in this way, those satisfying the following

two conditions have been called diffusion processes by Feller [VIII]:

Ao: For every bounded continuous real function f and for every t>0,

(1.3) Ttf(x) = E{f(x(l)) | x} = ff(y)P(x, t, dy)

defines a continuous function of the real variable x.

B0: The transition probabilities are of local character: for every x and for

every open interval I containing x,

1
(1.4) lim — P(x, t, T) = 0,

<-»o   t
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where I' is the complement of I.

Feller has shown [VIII; IX] that under these conditions the semi-group

defined by (1.3) is generated by a generalized differential operator.

Feller has suggested that for transition probabilities satisfying A0, the

additional hypothesis B0 is equivalent to the proposition that for every

initial distribution a Markov process can be formed from the given transition

probabilities with paths whose only discontinuities are jumps from + =o.

This paper is devoted to an examination of the relation of the continuity

properties of paths of Markov processes to properties similar to A0 and B0.

It will be proved in particular that Feller's conjecture is indeed true. More-

over, for a stationary process whose paths are continuous in the above sense,

the hypothesis A0 implies a strong Markov property: the process starts anew

at the first passage of a given point, without memory, but with the same

transition probabilities. This property is of such importance in the applica-

tions of Markov processes to problems in analysis [VI; VII; XIV] that we

suggest the name diffusion process for a Markov process with paths con-

tinuous except for jumps from + oo and satisfying the strong Markov

property. The terminology is essentially consistent with Feller's, for, as we

shall prove, the strong Markov property is actually equivalent to a regularity

condition on the transition probabilities only slightly weaker than Ao.

In these terms, then, we have the following situation concerning the con-

tinuity of paths: A stationary Markov process whose paths are continuous

except for jumps from ± oo , and which also has the strong Markov property,

has transition probabilities which are of local character uniformly on bounded

intervals: For each 8>0, a>0, if we set 7=(x —5, x + S), then (1.4) holds

uniformly for |x| gja. But if the process does not have the strong Markov

property, then nothing can be said about condition B0, while in no sense is

Ao satisfied. Conversely, if given transition probabilities are of local character

uniformly on bounded intervals, then for every initial distribution a process

may be constructed whose paths are continuous except for jumps from + oo.

Another sufficient condition for this construction is that the transition prob-

abilities satisfy A0 and B0; in this case the constructed process will have the

strong Markov property and all its consequences for the transition probabil-

ities will follow.

In §11 is contained a precise discussion of the concepts mentioned above,

and in §111 a detailed statement and discussion of our results. §IV is devoted

to examples which illustrate various of the concepts and results. Proofs are

given in the last two sections.

The author wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Feller, whose con-

stant and patient interest were invaluable, and also to Professors Gilbert

Hunt and K. Ito, and to Dr. H. McKean for their helpful suggestions.

II. A probabilistic definition of diffusion. The restriction to processes

with transition probabilities is of course essential to our problem. At the
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same time the analytic basis afforded by transition probabilities makes pos-

sible some simplification in the concept of diffusion and in the statement of

our results. It is not out of order therefore to include here the definitions and

known results from which we will proceed, stating them within the frame-

work of the problem. In particular, we shall avoid an explicit definition of a

Markov process [IV; V], with which we assume the reader to be familiar.

Instead, we will describe certain processes which are constructed from sta-

tionary transition probabilities, and discuss the continuity properties of the

paths and the strong Markov property in terms of the transition probabilities.

Definition I. Stationary transition probabilities on the real line R are

given by a function P(x, t, E) of the variables xin R,t^0, Ea Borel subset of R,

with the properties:

1°: For each x in R and tiiO, P(x, t, ■) is a Borel measure on R with

P(x, t, 22) =1.
2°: For each t^0 and Borel subset E of R, P(-, t, E) is a Borel measurable

function on R.

3°: For t^O, s^O, x in R, and E a Borel subset in R,

(2.1) P(x, i + s,E)=f P(y, t, E)P(x, s, dy).

Our results will be stated in terms of not a single process constructed

from given transition probabilities and initial distribution, but the collection

of processes corresponding to the different initial distributions. These are

determined by the distributions {px\ xCR} which give probability one to the

various points of the real line R. Thus for the purposes of this paper, we shall

define a diffusion process in terms of a collection of spaces Qx, xCR, consisting

of paths with initial point x. The desired continuity properties of the paths

are given by

Definition II. For each point x in the real line R, 0* is to denote the space

of paths co = x( •, co) in the extended real line R+: — °° ^x(t, co) ̂  + oo, r ^ 0,

which have the properties:

1°: x(0, co) = x;

2°: For every compact subset F of R, for every t0>0, and for every 5>0,

there is A>0 so that \x(t, ui)—x(t', co)] g5 whenever O^t<t'<t+A^t0+A,

x(t,u)CF.

In each space flx, a cylinder set is determined by a finite set of parameter

values ti, • • • , t„, 0<ti< • • • <t„, and corresponding Borel sets Ei, ■ ■ • , En

in R+ as

{co G ^ | x(tj, co) G Ej, j = 1, • • • , »}.

Suppose for each x a measure Pr {• | x} is defined on the Borel field of subsets of

tix generated by the cylinder sets, and satisfies

1°: Pr {0,1.x} =1;
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2°: The function

P(x, t, E) = Pr {x(/, co) d E\ x}

for x in R, t^iy, E a Borel subset of R, defines stationary transition probabilities

on R.

3°: For every cylinder set in £2X,

Pr [x(ry, co) GEy,/= 1, • • -,w|x}

= j    • • •   I    P(x, ti, dyi)P(yi, n - n, dyt) ■ ■ ■ P(yn-i, r„ - rn_i, dy„).
J Bl J En

Then each pair {flx, Pr {• | x} } forms a Markov process [V].

7w this case we will say that the collection of Markov processes is determined

from stationary transition probabilities.

The integral of a function $ defined on Q,x will be written as E[d>(co)|x} ;

the integral over a measurable subset A of ttx will be E{<I>(co); co£A| x}. We

shall often suppress the variable co in such expressions. Finally, we suppose

each measure Pr { • |x] has been completed on Qx: that is, Pr {A|x} =0 has

been defined for every set A contained in a measurable set of measure zero.

We turn now to a precise description of the strong Markov property,

or first passage time relation. The definition of the first passage times causes

no difficulty. Let x be a point in R; let (0X, Pr {• |x}) be a Markov process

on R, whose paths have the properties of Definition II. For every interval

7 in R containing x, set

(2.2) 3/(co) = 3/(w, x) = inf \t ^ 0| x(r, co) <£ i}

ior each co in £lx. 3/ is certainly a measurable function on Q,x, for, because of

the continuity properties of each path co in Q,x, 3/ can be defined in terms of a

countable number of characteristic functions of cylinder sets:

3/(co) = sup {/ ^ 0 | x(t, co) d 7, 0 =: r ^ t]

=   lim lim      sup      <— x( —) d Im, j = 0, 1, • • • , k\ ,
m-"> n-><*>   1=0,1,...    (. W I      \n / )

where In is an increasing sequence of closed intervals whose union is 7.

Again, since each path o> in ftx is continuous for r ^ 3/(co), if 7 is bounded,

x(3/(co), co) can only be one of the two end points ai and a2 of 7. The subspace

{co| 3r(co) ^t} consists of the two disjoint measurable sets {co|3r^t, x(3/)

= ai} ,3 = 1, 2. Thus the distribution function of the first passage time satisfies

Pr {3/ ^ t\ x} = Pr {3j g t, x(3,) = d | x}

(2.3) +Pr {3/ = t, *(3/) = o^x}

= P0(t, x; I, ai) + P0(t, x; I, a2).
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We shall call a point y of R accessible from the right (left) with respect to the

process (flx, Pr {• | x}) if there is a bounded open interval 2 whose left (right)

end point is y, for which Po(t, x; I,y) does not vanish for all f>0.

The strong Markov property which we have discussed in §1 states that

whenever A = {co| 3/< oo, x(3j) =y} has positive probability,

xv(t, co) = x(3/(co) + t, co), t ^ 0, oi C A,

should define random variables independent of 3r on the sample space A,

forming a new Markov process. Hunt [XIII] has shown that if the process in

question has independent increments, then x(3(«)+r, ca), t^O, defines a

Markov process independent of 3(co) for a wide class of stopping methods

which includes stopping at the first passage of a given point. However, it is

unfortunately not true even that every process with continuous paths has

this useful property. That x„(t, co) and 3/(co) be independent is by no means

equivalent to the Markov property. For the latter restricts the probability

measure, conditioned by the values of the path co up to a fixed time, only for

almost every co. For most processes of interest, the probability is zero that

the first passage of a given point occurs at a given time, and the Markov

property gives no information in this case. We illustrate this situation in

Example V of §IV.

For the purposes of this paper, we formulate the strong Markov property

for linear processes in terms of transition probabilities: namely, if 7= (ai, a2)

is a bounded open interval containing x, if / is a bounded Borel measurable

function on R, and if t>0, then

E{f(x(t))\x} = E{f(x(l));3r>t\x}

(2.4) +  f   E{f(x(t-t'))\ai}dfPo(t',x;I,ai)
J o

+  f   E{f(x(t - t')) | a4dfPo(t', x; I, a2).

We shall say that the processes {ilz, Pr { ■ | x} \ xCR} satisfy the first passage

time relation if (2.4) holds for every choice of/, t, x, and 7 [II; X].

It seems to us both natural and useful to give the name "linear diffusion"

to a collection of Markov processes on the line with these properties. For-

mally, then:
Definition III. A collection {Qx, Pr { • | x} | xCR} of Markov processes on

the line determined from stationary transition probabilities will be called a

diffusion process if the space Slx is given for each x in R by Definition 11 and if

the processes satisfy the first passage time relation (2.4).

III. Results of this paper. In terms of the concepts just described, we

may now state and discuss our results in detail.
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Theorem I. Let {Qx, Pr { • |x} |x£i?} be a collection of Markov processes

determined from stationary transition probabilities on the real line R, with the

path spaces [Ux\xdR} described in Definition II. For each point x in R, let

Po(t, x; I, ay) be the distribution function of the first passage time from the

bounded open interval I by way of its end point ay, as defined in (2.3).

A. The processes are connected by the first passage time relation (2.4) if for

every bounded continuous function f on R and for every s>0, the Laplace trans-

form

/• 00

E{f(x(l))\x}e-"dt, xdR,
o

is right (left) continuous at every point which is right (left) accessible with respect

to at least one process (Qx, Pr { ■ | x}).

B. Conversely, if the processes are connected by the first passage time relation

(2.4), then for every x in R, for every bounded Borel measurable function f on R

for which f(x+)(f(x — )) exists, and for every 5>0, the Laplace transform R,f

has right (left) limits at x. Moreover, the same statement holds if x = + oo. Except

for at most a countable number of points, independent of f and s, RJis continuous

at every point x where f is continuous; the exceptional points are all inaccessible

from either the right or the left for each process (Q,x, Pr { ■ | x}).

Besides having these regularity properties, the transition probabilities of

a diffusion process are of local character uniformly on bounded intervals:

Corollary Ll. Let [Q,x, Pr {-x} |x£i?} be a diffusion process on the real

line, in the sense of Definition III. Then for every 5>0, and for every bounded

interval F in R,

(3.2) lim— Pr { \x(t) - x\ > 8\ x} = 0
«-K)     t

uniformly for x in F.

But even for a process whose paths are all continuous, the transition

probabilities are not necessarily of local character unless the first passage time

relation also holds. This is seen in the same Example V of the next section

which illustrates the possible lack of the first passage time relation. That

Corollary Ll is not true except in the one-dimensional case is seen in Example

II.

From the point of view of applications, it is both fortunate and natural

that the first passage time relation is equivalent to a fairly simple regularity

condition on the transition probabilities, for processes on the real line whose

paths are continuous except at the boundary. In particular, Hypothesis A0

given in the Introduction is sufficient to imply (2.4) for such processes; and

in this case, a considerably stronger statement holds than the pointwise local

character condition B0:
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Corollary 1.2. Let {Slx, Pr {-|x}|xG2?} be a collection of Markov

processes determined from transition probabilities on the real line R, with the

path spaces {$lx\xCR} described in Definition II. Suppose for every bounded

continuous real function f on R,

(3.3) Ttf(x)=E{f(x(t))\x}

defines a continuous function on R. Then the collection is a diffusion process,

and the property (3.2) of local character holds uniformly on bounded intervals.

It is possible of course that the transition probabilities of a diffusion

process will not satisfy Hypothesis A0. Three types of exceptional points are

illustrated in Example III. Moreover, Example IV will show that even if

there are no exceptional points, the semi-group (3.3) need not preserve con-

tinuity. But in this case there is always a subspace of continuous functions,

described in terms of the behavior of the process at the boundary points, on

which the semi-group acts.

Corollary 1.3. Let {flx, Pr {-|x}|xG2?} be a diffusion process on the

real line R with no exceptional points: for every bounded continuous function f

on R, the resolvent Rsf, defined by (3.1) is a continuous function on R.

Let C+ be the space of continuous functions on R for which

/(+ oo) = limx,+00 f(x) and /(— oo) = lim,.., f(x) exist. C+ is thus the space of

continuous functions on the extended real line R+ ={x| — oo g x g + oo }.

There exist two regular measures, P(-\ ±0°), on R+ such that for f in C+,

5>0,

(3.4) R.f(± oo) =     lim R,f(x) =   f   R.f(y)P(dy\ ±  oo).
x->± oo J ie+

Let Cq  be the subspace of C+ of functions f for which the two relations

f(± <»)=  f f(y)P(dy\± oo)
J up-

hold. If t > 0 and f is in CQ+, then the function

(3.5) Ttf(x) = E{f(x(t))\x}

is in Cq . The operators {Tt\t>0} form a semi-group which is strongly con-

tinuous for t ^ 0 in the uniform norm in C0+:

lim    Max | E{f(x(t)) - f(x(l')) \ x} \ =0.
t-t—O   x£R+

Of course, the result (3.2) of uniform local character remains true.

ll there are exceptional points, then essentially the same result holds:

there is a separable space of functions on which the semi-group acts. But we

will not give this more complicated result a formal status.
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Finally, we mention that for the semi-group defined by Corollary 1.3, all

the results of Feller [VIII; IX] concerning the infinitesimal generator remain

true. In effect, the process is given as the solution of a generalized differential

equation with certain boundary conditions.

The results in the last two paragraphs were announced, while this paper

was in preparation, by Dynkin [XIX; XX], in the case of linear diffusion

processes whose paths are always continuous. For such processes, Dynkin

states that the domain of the infinitesimal generator consists of functions

whose only discontinuities are jumps (part B of our Theorem I), and derives

the form of the generator in probabilistic terms. Thus he obtains the gen-

eralization of Corollary 1.3 just described; since Dynkin considers only

processes whose paths are always continuous, however, the boundary condi-

tions are trivial: Cxt=C+. Dynkin does not mention that there are only

countably many exceptional points, nor that the transition probabilities of a

diffusion process on the line are of local character.

We turn now to the investigation of conditions under which given transi-

tion probabilities determine processes whose paths are all continuous except

for jumps from the boundary. The essential hypothesis in past results

[III; X; XV; XVIII] of this type has been that the transition probabilities

be of uniform local character. The most general conditions are those of

Kinney [XV], who proved that the paths of a (not necessarily stationary)

Markov process are almost all continuous when they are bounded, if the

transition probabilities are of local character uniformly on bounded sets,

and in addition satisfy one of a number of conditions restricting their be-

havior near the boundary. We shall prove that the latter restrictions can be

removed.

But that the local character be uniform on compact sets is a more es-

sential restriction. It is seen in Example I of the next section that the hy-

pothesis B0 of pointwise local character is not sufficient in itself to ensure the

desired continuity properties. However, the use of techniques of the theory

of semi-groups enables us to replace the uniformity condition by hypothesis

A0. In the light of Feller's work this seems a much more natural condition.

The use of semi-group methods of course confines the proof to the sta-

tionary case. On the other hand, it is only for convenience and consistency

in notation that we restrict the space of the process to be the real line. With

trivial changes our proof, like that of Kinney, applies to transition proba-

bilities on a locally compact metric space.

Theorem II. LetP(x,t,E) be stationary transition probabilities on the real

line R. Then either of the two following conditions is sufficient that there be a

collection of Markov processes [Q,x, Pr { • | x} |xGi?} determined from the given

transition probabilities, with each path space Q,x, xdR, as described in Definition

II.
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A. 1°: For every bounded continuous function f on R and for every />0,

If(y)P(x, t, dy) is a continuous function of x in R; and

2°: For every x in R and for every 5>0,

(3.6) lim — P(x, t, I'(x, 8)) = 0,
!->0     t

where I'(x, 8) is the complement of the open interval I(x, 5) = (x — 5, x + 5).

B. For every o>0 and for every bounded interval F in R,

1
lim — P(x, t, I'(x, 8)) = 0
t->o   t

uniformly for x in F.

Combining Theorem II with the corollaries to Theorem I, we have a

rather interesting result concerning transition probabilities satisfying Feller's

conditions Ao and Bo.

Corollary II.1. Let P(x, t, E) be stationary transition probabilities on the

real line R which satisfy the hypotheses A of Theorem II. Then

1°: The condition (3.6) of local character holds uniformly on every bounded

interval of R.

2°: There are two regular measures, P(-\ ± °°), on the extended real line

R+ such that if C0+ denotes the space of functions f continuous on R+ and satisfy-

ing

f(± oo) =   f   f(y)P(dy\ ± oo),
J R+

then whenever f is in Cq ,

Ttf(x) = jf(y)P(x, t, dy)

defines, for each t>0, a function in Cq ; and the operators {F,|/>0} form a

strongly continuous semi-group in the uniform norm on Cq .

We must mention, finally, one essential restriction which has been as-

sumed throughout the paper. This is that, although the paths of a process

constructed from given transition probabilities are allowed to range over

the extended line R+, the range of the transition probabilities is restricted to

R. The effect is that for every process which we consider,

Pr {*(/) CR} = 1

for each t>0, although it is possible that

Pr {x(r) CR,0^r ^ t} < 1
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for all OO. In this way our results do not apply to a wide range of interesting

diffusion processes [VII] in which the path is allowed to remain at the

boundary points or wander arbitrarily within the boundary. Actually, this

restriction is only a matter of convenience in the collection of results under

Theorem I. But it is essential to the proof of Theorem II which we shall give

in §VI, for reasons which we shall explain at that time.

IV. Examples. We illustrate first the fact that the condition (3.6) of local

character is not sufficient in itself that a process with continuous paths may

be constructed from given transition probabilities.

Example I. Define transition probabilities on the line by

P(x, t, E) = cE(x + t), x =■ 0, t = 0;

P(x, t, E) = cB(x + t), x < 0, x + t < 0,

P(x, t, E) = cE(x + t + 1), x < 0, x + t^ 0,

where cb(x) is the characteristic function of the Borel set E:ce(x) =1, x£E;

ce(x) =0, x(£E. The usual properties of transition probabilities are satisfied.

The process determined by these consists of paths which with probability

one move with unit velocity to the right along the real line, but which, on

approaching the origin from the left, never reach it, but instead jump a unit

distance. The paths are not continuous with probability one, but the transi-

tion probabilities are of local character at each point.

Example II shows that the result of Corollary Ll is restricted to processes

on the real line. Even in the plane, a process may have continuous paths, and

satisfy the strong Markov property discussed in the Introduction, without

having transition probabilities of local character. Whether or not the addi-

tion of Hypothesis A0 is sufficient to insure local character remains an open

problem.

Example II. Define transition probabilities in the plane in polar co-

ordinates by

P((r,6),t,E) = cE((r + t/\e\,6)), r> 0, 0 <  \ d\ g tt, <= 0;

P((r, 0), t, E) = cB((r + t, 0)), r > 0, t = 0;

P(0, t,E)=—\    cE((t/ \e\, 6))d8, t ^ 0.

A process is determined whose paths are in this case all continuous. Essen-

tially the paths start at the origin by choosing a direction 8, —tt<9^t, at

random, and translating outward along the ray of that direction with velocity

l/|c?| ; if the direction 0 = 0 is chosen, the path moves with unit velocity,

although this event of probability zero cannot affect the character of the

process. Although the paths are all continuous, the transition probabilities

are not of local character: it is easy to calculate that P(0, t, {r^l}) = t/ir.
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Example III. The diffusion process to be constructed here exhibits three

types of exceptional points. The process is determined by the following mo-

tion: if the diffusing particle starts at x= — 1, it flips a fair coin; if heads is

up, the particle moves off to the left with speed one; if tails, it moves to the

right with speed one until it reaches x = 0, where it remains forever. If the

particle starts at a point just to the right of x = 0, it moves with speed one to

the right, pausing at x = 1 for a random length of time F(co) whose distribu-

tion is given by Pr { F(co) ^t} = 1 —exp (— t), and then renewing its motion.

Analytically, the component processes are given by:

1°: If x(0, co) < —1, x(r, co) =x(0, co) —r with probability one.

2°: If x(0, co) = — 1, x(r, co) = — 1— t or x(r, co)=min ( — 1+t, 0), each

with equal probability.

3°: If — Kx(0, co) ̂ 0, x(t, co) =min (x(0, co)+r, 0) with probability one.

4°: If 0 <x(0, co) ̂  1, x(t, co) = min (x(0, co) +r, max (x(0, co) +t-T(u), 1)),

with the probability distribution determined from that of F(co).

5°: If 1 <x(0, co), x(r, co) =x(0, co)+r with probability one.

The points x= — 1, 0, 1 are exceptional points for this diffusion process.

For instance, if f(x) =x, the resolvent

s* oo

R.f(x) =   I    e-"E{x(t)\ x}dt
J 0

is discontinuous from the right at x=0 and x = l, and is discontinuous from

both right and left at x= — 1. We might call the point x= — 1 a source, the

point x=0 a sink, and x = l a waiting point.

Example IV. This example illustrates the fact that the resolvent R„f(x)

of the semi-group defined by a diffusion process may preserve the continuity

of the function/, while the semi-group fails to do so except on a subspace of

continuous functions.

A particle starting at the point x translates to the left with velocity in-

creasing exponentially: (d/dt)x(t)= —exp (— x(t)). The particle reaches the

boundary point -» at time t = ex, and then jumps to the origin and tries

again. The process is completely deterministic, and so needs no further

description.

The resolvent is given by

R,f(x) = e-'" I     ete,f(y)eHy -\-I     e>e,f(y)e^dy,
•/_„ 1   -  iT'   J -oo

and defines a continuous function R,f when/ is continuous. There are no ex-

ceptional points. However, the transform

Ttf(x) =E{f(x(t))\x}

If (log (e -t)), t<e*

t/(log (f + k - t)), k - 1 + e* g t < * + e»,
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for / continuous, is continuous neither in t nor in x, in general. But the sub-

space of continuous functions satisfying

lim/(x)=/(0)

is transformed into itself by each operator Tt, and the semi-group thus defined

is strongly continuous for t^O.

Finally, we give a more sophisticated example to show that the strong

Markov property may fail for a Markov process with continuous paths, and

that if so, the transition probabilities may not be of local character. The

example is inspired by a construction of Paul Levy [XVII, II. 10, 4: p. 366].

Example V. For each prime p^2, let rp denote a variable point of the

sequence {£p-n| £=0,1, • • • , pn — l;n = l, 2, ■ ■ • }. For each p we define a

space Q(J,) of paths {co =x(t, co) | t ^ 0} each of which is the inverse of a Cantor-

type function, proceeding monotonically from 0 to 1, moving only by jumps,

and pausing at each point rp ior a time T(rp, co). Q(p} can be represented as the

space of the random variables T(rp, co), a countably dimensioned product

space. A Borel measure is determined on fi(p> by requiring that the waiting

times be independent, and that, if the irreducible form of rp is kp~n, T(rP, co)

have an exponential distribution with lifetimen(rp) =p_2n:Pr(p) { T(rp, co) =7}

= 1—exp (~t/fi(rp)). li rp = 0, we set n(rp)=l/p. With probability one,

^jT(rp, co) converges, and the function

t(x, co) =    X) 7(rP, co)
rpix

is bounded and strictly increasing on the interval 0 =^x =^ 1. The corresponding

path x(r, co) in Qlp) is the inverse of this function:

x(t, co) = x, Z T(rP, co) = r ;=    £  T(rtP, co),
Tp<X Tp^X

x(r, co) = 1, r(l,co) =    £  T(rp, co) g r.
r„<l

It is clear that almost every path thus constructed is continuous for t^O,

and that with the measure Pr(p){ • } determined by the waiting times, we

have a stationary Markov process on [0, l].

Consider now the space of paths

U = U QW,
p

with the measure

Pr {■} = X)cpPr<*>{- na«j,
p

where Cp = l/p' — 1/p, p' being the largest prime less than p, or if p = 2, p' = 1.

We state that these form a stationary Markov process on [0, 1 ]: the condi-
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tional probability of x(t+s, u) being in a Borel set E, given x(r, co) for r%.t,

is a function only of E, s, and x(t, co) for almost every co. Indeed for t^O,

the value of x(t, co) is with probability one in the sequence {rp} whenever co

is in fl(p); and since these sequences for different primes p have only 0 in

common, if x(t, co)=rp>0, then co is in fi(p) with probability one, and the

distribution of co is given by Pr(p>. In this case the Markov property is a con-

sequence of the independence of the waiting times used to construct this

measure. If on the other hand x(t, co) =0, the conditional probability in ques-

tion is simply Pr {x(s, co)G2i}.

The process {fi, Pr {•}} does not have the strong Markov property. In

particular, let 7 be the open interval [0, 1/2) of [0, l]. If coGfi(p), then

3j(w) = £rp<i/2 T(rP, co), while x(f + 3j(co), co) depends only on T(rp, co) for

r"j, = 1/2. Hence for co in Q{p), 3/(co) is independent of x(t + 3/(co), co). But then

clearly 3/(co) is independent of x(r + 3/(co), co) when co ranges over all of ft if and

only if 3j is independent of the choice of the component fi(p); and this last

statement is certainly not true.

Intuitively, the process is very similar to Example II. For the paths start

at the origin by choosing a prime p at random, and then proceeding along

the "direction" {rp}. Although the path passes through every point in [0, 1 ],

at a fixed time t it is almost surely in {rp}, and because of the Markov

property does not remember any other values. Hence the processes for differ-

ent primes p are completely independent. Of course the speed of the path

depends on the choice of p; ii Si is small, then it is more likely that a large

value of p has been chosen, and that the path will continue with a high

speed. Hence the Markov property holds, but not the strong Markov prop-

erty.

The similarity with Example II suggests that this process has been con-

structed also to show that a linear Markov process with continuous paths

need not have transition probabilities of local character, and this is indeed

true. In fact if lim4„o 1/t Pr {x(t) = l} =0, then the Laplace-Stieltjes trans-

form

/» 00

c5(5) =  I    e-^dt Pr {x(t) = 1}
Jo

would satisfy lim,., s<p(s) =0. But <p(s) can be expressed explicitly as

<t>(s) = z cP(i + p-'s)-1 n (i + p-*«S)-(vn-P»-b
p n=l

= E Cpe-^> f[ e-^'Cp"-*"-')
p n=\

= £ Cpe-2""^ e~2 }Zcp= e-2/s.
p r§»
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We complete this example by showing that the process has transition

probabilities. These are uniquely defined by the process for every initial point

in one of the sequences [rp} for p prime. For instance, the Laplace-Stieltjes

transform of P(rp, t, [x, l]) is

II    (l+5M(rp'))-\ 5 = 0, rp>0,
rv^rv'<x

or

EC,    II   (1 + VW))-1, 5 = 0, rp = 0.
p 0grp'<x

It is quite clear that transition probabilities may be defined for x not in any

sequence {rp} in a completely arbitrary fashion, as long as they satisfy the

conditions of Definition I. For instance, we may set for such x

P(x, t, E) = CE(x) = 1, xdE,

= 0, x d E,

ior t^O, EdP. That this choice and the above form stationary transition

probabilities on the real line 7^ is trivial to verify.

V. The transition probabilities of a diffusion process. The proofs of Theo-

rem I and its corollaries will be given in this section. Throughout the section

we assume a given collection of Markov processes [fix, Pr {• | x} |xdR} de-

termined from stationary transition probabilities on the real line R, with the

path spaces {fl»|xG£| as described in Definition II.

We shall divide the reasoning into'a series of lemmas, but we precede these

with some preliminary results concerning processes of the type considered.

We note first that the integrals involved in (2.4) and (3.1) exist. In fact,

when x is in R and / is a bounded continuous function on R, E {f(x(t)) \ x} is a

right continuous function of t^O. To show this, and only for this purpose,

we use the fact that for every t^O, Pr {x(£)£7<|x} =1. Because of the con-

tinuity properties of the paths, if y is in R, limA.o E{/(x(A))\y} =f(y). Hence

lim£{/(x(* + A)) | x]  = lim   \  E[f(x(A)) \ y] Pr {x(t) d dy\ x}

= J/(y)Pr {x(t)ddy\x}

= E{f(x(l))\x}.

Since continuous functions are dense among the bounded Borel measurable

functions on R, (2.4) and (3.1) have a sense when/ is a function in the latter

space; moreover, the validity of the first passage time relation (2.4) for

bounded continuous functions implies (2.4) for all bounded Borel measurable
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functions. Finally, because of the right continuity of E{f(x(t))\x} when/ is

continuous, (2.4) is equivalent to the proposition that whenever x is a point

of R, I = (oi, a2) is a bounded open interval containing x, / is a bounded con-

tinuous function on R, and s>0, then

<r"£{/(x(0);3j > t\ x}dt
0

+ R,f(ai)<p,(x; I, ai) + R,f(a2)<p,(x; I, a2),

where R„f, defined by (3.1), is the Laplace transform of E{f(x(t))\ ■ }, and

e-'dtP0(t, x; 2, ay).
o

Our method of treating the first passage time relation requires some com-

putation; this can be made somewhat less tedious by the use of a technique

of Kac [XIV]. For every sufficiently small positive 5, let V™ and Fa(2) be the

characteristic functions of the open intervals (a-i, ai + S) and (a2 — 8, a2), re-

spectively; let Vs= Fj^ + Fj2'. For each co in Qx, the functions Vs(x(t, co)),

Vin(x(T, co)), 7 = 1, 2, are because of the continuity property integrable over

every r-interval. We claim that

(5.3) lim limw f exp <-u f   V,(x(r, co))avl V,(x(t', u))dt'

a,    3/(co) g t,

lO, 3,(co) > t.

For

u f exp i-u f' F,(x(r))avj Vt(x(t'))dt' = 1 - exp j-« f   F„(x(r))avj .

If 3/(co) ^t, then for every 5>0, the path co spends a positive time r\ in the

set (ai, ai + h)\J(a2 — 5, a2); for such a path,

lim exp i-u I    F{(*(r))ar>  g  lime-1" = 0

for each 8>0, so that (5.3) holds. If on the other hand 3/(co) >t, then there is

So >0 such that

ai + So ̂  x(t, co) ̂  a2 — 80 for 0 g t ^ /;

if 8<50, J2^(^(T.W))^T = 0 f°r every u, implying (5.3) in this case as well.

We have likewise, for j = l, 2,
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(5.4) lim limw f exp \-u f    Vs(x(r, co))dr\ vT(x(t', co))dt'
8->0   u-»oo      J o \ J 0 )

CI,        3/(co) g t, x(3/) = ay,

(.0,        otherwise.

The sum of the functionals defined in (5.4) for 7 = 1, 2 is the functional of

(5.3). Thus (5.4) clearly follows if we show that the functional is not less than

one for a path co for which 3/(co) ^t and x(3/(co), co) =a,. For such a path there

is 50>0 such that V™(x(t, co)) = F»(x(r, co)) whenever 5<50 and 0gr^3/(co).

Thus

u f exp |-« f     Fj(x(t))7t| V?(x(t'))dt'

= uf5lexp i-uf     F8(x(r))cfr| V?(x(t'))dt'

= u J    'exp i-u j       V,(x(r))dr\ Vh(x(t'))dt'

= 1 - exp j-w f   ' F,(x(r))cfrl .

But certainly 3/(co)^/ implies f0 Vt(x(r, co))aY>0, whence (5.4) follows as

above.

Turning now to the proof of Theorem I, we restate Part A as

Lemma V.l. If for every bounded continuous function f on R, and for every

5>0, the resolvent R,f is right (left) continuous at every point which is right

(left) accessible with respect to at least one of the given processes

{nx, Pr {.|*}|*eR},

then the first passage time relation (2.4) holds.

In view of (5.1), it is sufficient to prove that

I    e--'E{f(x(t)); 3j = t, x(3/) = af\ x}dt
J o

(5.5)
= R>f(ai)<p,(x; I, a,), j = 1, 2,

holds under the given hypothesis, whenever / is a bounded continuous func-

tion on R, and 5>0. We give the proof only for j= 1, obvious changes provid-

ing for the case j = 2.

If ai is inaccessible from the right with respect to the process with initial

point x, then certainly both sides of (5.5) vanish. If not, then according to
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the hypothesis, R,f is right continuous at the point oi.

In this case, (5.4) and the Markov property imply

/I  oo

e-"E{f(x(t)); 3r = t, x(3/) = ax\ x}dt
o

=  I     e-"dt lim lim E<f(x(t))
7 0 5—»0   «-»•> I.

•« f 'exp i-uf ' F{(x(r))a-r| F^ (*(/))<«' I *}

= lim lim u f    er-'dt f   dt'E \f(x(t))
«-<o «-»•«    7 o 7 o v.

•exp i-u f   Fi(x(r))<ir| Vf(x(t')) \ xj

/I  00 /»  oo /

e-"'^' I    e-'^-^dtEl E[f(x(t - /')) | *(/)}
o 7 c v

•exp i-u f   V,(x(r))dr\ vT(x(t')) | xj

= lim limw j     e-'t'dt'E<R,f(x(t'))
5—»0   «—»»      •/ 0 V

■exp {-« f   Fi(x(T))dr| Vf(x(t')) | x| .

Now

/I   00

e-3'dtPo(t, x; 7, ai)
o

/>  00

e-8tP0(t, x; I, ax)dt
o

= 5 I    e_,(7/£<lim limw I      exp  <— m I     F0(x(t))oV>
7 o \s-to «->»    7 o v        7 o /

• F^W'))*'! *}

= lim lim « f   e-"cfc£ jexp <- w f   Fj(x(r))avl V?\x(t)) | xi .
J->0 u-»«     7o v v 7 o / /

Thus
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/e-"dlE{f(x(l)); 3/ ^ t, x(3j) = a-i | x}
o

differs from 2?,/(ai)<6«,(x; 7, ai) by less than

lim lim u I    e~"dtE< \ R,f(x(t)) - R.f(ai) \
a->o u->«>    J o \

•exp i- u J*   F0(x(t))ov1 V?\x(t)) | xl

^ lim     sup      | Rsf(y) - R.f(ai) |

= o,

since F5H) vanishes outside (ai, ai + 5) and since RJ is right continuous at

Oi.

The proof of Part B of Theorem I is based on the following fundamental

relations for the distribution functions of the first passage times for a diffusion

process:

Lemma V.2. Suppose the given processes {ttx, Pr { • |x} |xG2?} satisfy the

first passage time relation (2.4). Let <b.(x; I, aj), given by (5.2), be the Laplace-

Stieltjes transform of the first passage time distribution function. Then

(5.6) <bs(x; I, oi) = <p,(x; J, y)<j>.(y; I, a/),

(5.7) cA8(x; 7, a2) = 4>.(x;J, a2) + <t>,(x;J, y)<p,(y, I, a2),

where 7 = (ai, a%)\ J=(y, a2), with — oo <ai<y<x<a2< + °°, and s>0. The

same relation holds when — oo <a2<x<y<Oi< + oo.

Preliminary to the proof of Lemma V.2 we show that (2j4) implies

E{f(x(t));3j ^ t < 3r, x(3^) = y| x}

=   I    E{f(x(t - /')); 3/ > t - t'\y}dt'P0(t' x;J, y)
J o

whenever/is bounded and Borel measurable on R, and x, y, 7, 7 are as above.

By (5.3) and the equation following (5.3),

E{f(x(t));3j ^t < 3j, x(3j) = y\ x}

= lim lim E<f(x(t)) exp \- u f  F0(x(r))avl ; 3j ^ I, x(3/) = y |xi

= Hm lim Ey(x(t)) exp |- « f   7,0(t))ov1 ; 3^ g t, x(3/) = y | xl ,
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since for each path co, x(3/) =y implies there is 5 with

f  JV,(x(r))dT = 0.
70

Now for each u and 5, the expectation above is

7i|/(xW) Z (-«)"-|J3 FJ(x(r))avjn;3., = /,x(3/) = y | xj

= £(-«)"£{/(*('))  f  dhf   dtf ■    f     dtn
n-0 I 7 3j        7 fl 7 !„_,

•   Vs(x(h)) ■ ■ ■ Vi(x(tn)); 3/ =• t, x(3j) = y | xi

oo /• £ /* < /» *

=   Z(-«)"   I      *1   I      #!"•  •      I *»
n-0 7 o 7 (l 7 (n_,

• £{F,(x(/,)) • • ■ Fj(x(<n))/(x(0); 3j = ,i, *(3/) = y| x}

OO /*   t /•   t /*   t /»   t\

= Z(-")n I    rf<i I    *»* • •    I      *« I    <*,.P0(/, *;7, y)
n=o 7 o       7 ,j 7 ,n_j     7 o

• £{F,(x(/i - 0) • • • Vs(x(tn - t'))f(x(t - t')) I y}

by (2.4). Interchanging integrations and reversing the above steps, the last

expression is seen to equal

j E if(x(t - t')) exp i-u j      Vs(x(T))dr\ | y\ dt.P0(f, x;J,y)

and (5.8) follows if we let u tend to oo and 5 tend to 0.

Applying (5.1) and (5.8),

R,f(ax)<p,(x; I, ax) + R,f(a2)4>,(x; I, a2)

/* 00

e-"E{f(x(t)); 3/ > t\ x}dt
o

/I  00

e-"E{f(x(t)); 3j> l\x}dt
o

- f   e-"E{f(x(t)); 3j = t < 3,; x(Sj) = y\ x}dt
7 o

= R,f(y)<p,(x; J, y) + R,f(a2)<p,(x; J, a2)

n  00

- I    e-"£{/(x(0); 3j > *| y}dUp,(x; J, y)
7 o

= R.f(ai)4>.(y; I, ax)<p,(x;J, y) + Rsf(a2)<p.(y; I, a2)<p.(x;J, y)

+ R,f(a2)<p,(x; J, a2)
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whenever/ is a bounded Borel measurable function on R and s>0. Let/,• be

the characteristic function of a small open interval about the point aj,j = 1,2.

The path continuity clearly implies that lim,<00 sRJifa/) =b~i,; for sufficiently

large s, then, the determinant |2?,/,(ay)| is not zero. But this and the above

identity imply (5.6) and (5.7) for all sufficiently large values of 5. Since each

function involved in (5.6) and (5.7) is a Laplace-Stieltjes transform, (5.6)

and (5.7) must then hold for all s>0.

We are now in a position to discuss the continuity properties of the re-

solvent Rsf, and thus complete the proof of Theorem I.

Lemma V.3. Suppose the given collection of processes satisfies the first pas-

sage time relation. Then the resolvent R,f, defined by (3.1), satisfies for each

s>0:

1°: RJ(x+)(RJ(x — )) exists at every point x at which f(x+)(f(x — )) exists.

2°: limx,+g0 RJ(x)(limXH.^x RJ(x)) exists if limx,+M /(x)(lim^_„ f(x))

exists.

3°: Iff is continuous at x, then so is R,f, unless x is in an exceptional set

which is at most countable, which is independent of s and f, and which consists

only of points inaccessible from either left or right with respect to every process.

Since 0^<p,(x; J, y) — 1, (5.6) implies that<£s(x;7, ai) is a decreasing

function of x in 7. Thus the right and left limits

<t>.(x+ ; 7, »i) = lim c>,(y; 7, ai),
V\x

<p,(x-; I, ai) = lim <f>,(y; I, a/)
V/x

exist for each x in [ai, a2) and (oi, a2] respectively, and the points of discon-

tinuity of c6,(-; 7, oi) in 7 are at most countable in number. So likewise are

the discontinuities of <£„(•; 7, a2), because of the obvious duality.

Each of these points of discontinuity is inaccessible from either the left    ,

or right with respect to each process. For by (5.6), and since limw\01 c6,(x; J, y)

=c6,(x; 7, ai),

$•(&!+', 7, ai) = lim <j>,(x; 7, Oi)
x\al

= lim  lim (<p,(x; J, y)d>,(y; 7, a/))

= lim (c6,(x; 7, ai)<£„(ai+; 7, at))
x\a1

= (c6,(ai+;7, ax))2.

Hence for each s>0, <£.(ai+; 7, at)=0 or 1. In the former case, by (5.6),

<p,(x; I, ai) =0 for all x in 7, implying P0(t, x; I,a/)=0 for all t>0. It is not

hard to prove that then P0(t, x; (au b), a/) =0 for all t>0, b>x>ai. In other
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words, for each 5>0 and interval 7=(ai, a2), either <p,(ai+; 7, ai) =1 or ai

is inaccessible from the right with respect to each process.

Now we infer from (5.6) and (5.7) that

4>>(y+; I, ai) = <p.(y+; (y, at), y)<p.(y; I, ax),

4>.(y+; I, a2) = <P.(y+, (y, at), a2) + <p,(y+; (y, a2), y)4>,(y; I, a2)

whenever yG7=(ai, a2) and 5>0. If y is accessible from the right, then

<My+; iy, at), y)=l, <t>,iy+; (y, at), a2)=0, implying

<l>.iy+;I, ax) = <f>.iy;I, ax),

<f>.iy+; I, a2) = (p.iy; I, a2).

A dual argument shows that whenever y is accessible from the left, <ps( ■; I, ay)

is left continuous at y, 7 = 1, 2.

Since <ps(x; I, a,) is a continuous decreasing function of 5>0, it is clear

that continuity of <p,(-; I, ay) at a point x of 7 for rational 5>0 implies con-

tinuity at x for every 5>0. Hence unless x belongs to at most a countable

exceptional set, </>,(■; I, ay) is continuous at x for every open interval 7 with

rational end points containing x, for each end point ay of 7, and for every

5>0. We have shown above that every exceptional point is inaccessible.

If x is not an exceptional point, and if / is a bounded Borel measurable

function on R which is continuous at x then for every 5>0, R,f is continuous

at x: We may assume/(x) =0; otherwise we subtract a suitable multiple of

the unit function from /, which certainly does not change the continuity

properties of Rsf. Given e>0, there is an open interval 7=(ai, a2), with

rational end points and containing x, in which |/(y)| <e. This implies that

for y in 7 and 5>0,

/>  OO

er"E[f(x(t)); 3/ > t\y}dl   < e/s.
o

But by (5.1)

R.fiy) ~  f   e-'E{f(x(t)); 3/ > t\ y}dt
7 o

=   Ce->tE{f(x(t));ZI^t\y}dt
7 o

= R.f(ax)<p,(y; I, ax) + R,f(a2)<t>,(y; I, a2),

and by hypothesis the right-hand side is continuous at x. Therefore

lim sup | R,f(y) — Rsf(x) \   < e/s;

since e is arbitrary, Rsf is continuous at x.
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Similarly, whether x is exceptional or not, R,f(x+) and RJ(x — ) exist for

every s>0 and for every bounded Borel measurable function / for which

f(x + ) and/(x —) exist. We discuss only the right-hand limit. Again, assuming

/(x + )=0, there is an interval 7=(x, a) in which \f(y)\ <e. Let {a„} be a

sequence of points of 7 decreasing to x, for which

R,f(an) < lim inf R,f(y) + e/s.
y\x

Since the interval 2„ = (an+i, a„) is contained in 7,

f   e-"E{f(x(t)); 3/„ > t\y}dt   < e/s
\J o

for y in 7„. Then

Raf(y) ^ R,f(an+i)4>,(y; 7„, a„+i) + 2c,/(a„)c6s(y; I„, a„) + e/s

^ lim inf R.f(y) + 2e/s
y\x

since <ps(y; 7„, an+i)+0,(y; 7„, an) ^1. If x<y<ai, either y is in 7„ for some n,

or yC {a„}. Thus

lim sup R,f(y) g lim inf R,f(y) + 2e/s,
V\x v\x

and, since e is arbitrary, this implies that R8f(x+) exists. Observe that there

is no need to restrict x to be finite in the above proof: we have shown in addi-

tion   that   for   every   bounded   Borel   measurable   function /  such   that

limx__oo  /(x)(limx,+,o  f(x))   exists,   and    for   every   s^O,   limx_K   2?g/(x)

(limx_+0o R,f(x)) exists.

The combination of Lemmas V.2 and V.3 yields the second part of

Theorem I. Corollary 1.1 is next on the list, and follows from the first passage

time relation and the continuity of the path functions. Again, we restate the

result as a lemma.

Lemma V.4. If the given collection {0x, Pr {|x}|xG2?} is a diffusion

process, then for every 8>0

lim — Pr { | x(t) - x |   > 8 | x} = 0
<-K>     t

uniformly for x in each bounded interval.

It is sufficient to prove that if 5>0 and x in R are given, and if 7 is the in-

terval (x —4S, x+45), then

1
lim — ¥o(t, y, I, x + 48) = 0
(->0     /
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uniformly for \y— x\ =5. For again a trivial change yields the same result for

Po(Z, y; I, x— 45); and then the inequality

Pr { | x(t) - x\   = 45 | y} = Pr {3r = t\ y}

=■ Po(t, y; I, x - 45) + P0(t, y;I,x + 45)

combined with these results implies V.4.

To this effect observe that because of the continuity properties of the

paths, we may choose t0 so that t' =^0 implies

Pr{3j> t'\ x'} = 1/2

where x'=x + 25 and 7 is the interval (x' —5, x' + S). For the same reason,

if e>0 is given, there is t such that t' =^ implies

e > Pr { For some r, t', 0 < r < t' < r + t' < t0 + t':

| x(t) - x'\   < 5,  I x(t') - x I   = 45 | x'}

=    ]£   Pr {3j > kt', kt' <3i ^ (k+ l)t' | x'}

=     Z      f Fr{3j> kt',x(kt')ddz\x'}Po(t',z;I,x+4o).
0^kf<tt   7 \x'-z\<t

But if |x'— z\ <5, then |x— y| <5 implies y<z; and it clearly follows from

(5.6) that

Po(t', z; I, x + 45) = P„(f, y; /, x + 45)

for such y. Hence using the first inequality in this paragraph, if |x— y\ <5,

t>     T    Pr [Sj> kt'\ x'}Pa(t', y;I, x + 45)
0£Jb('<i0

^    Z   — Poit', y;I,x+ 45)
ogfc('<<0 2

^^Poit', y;I, x+45).

We have thus

2
Poit', y; I, x + 45) < —«,'

<o

uniformly for |x— y\ <5, t'^t.

It is certainly unnecessary to give a formal proof of Corollary 1.2: the

hypotheses of part A of Theorem I are almost trivially verified if the transition

probabilities satisfy A0, and so the results of part B of Theorem I and Corol-

lary Ll hold for such processes.
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However, a somewhat more detailed discussion is needed concerning the

operators

Ttf(x) = E{f(x(t)) | x}

defined by a diffusion process. We have developed properties of the resolvent

operator R„, and from these can be deduced properties of the operators Tt

by means of standard results from the theory of semi-groups. But to apply

such arguments, we must restrict the domain of the operators Tt to be the

closure of the rangeof the resolvent. This space is described in the following

lemma; for simplicity, we consider only the case of processes without excep-

tional points.

Lemma V.5. Let {flx, Pr {• |x} |xG2?} be a diffusion process on the real

line R which has no exceptional points. Let C+ be the space of functions defined

and continuous on the extended real line R+ = 1 x | — oo^x^oo}.

Then there exist two regular measures, P(-\ +<*>), on R+ such that for f in

C+ and s>0,

2?./(+oo)=   f   R,f(y)P(dy\   ±00).
J R+

Let C0+ be the subspace of C+ of functions f for which the two relations

/(±«o) =  f   f(y)P(dy\   ± oo)
J R+

hold. Then the set {Rsf\fCCo , s>0} is dense in C0+ in the uniform norm.

From Lemma V.3, we know that R,f is in C+ if / is in C+, since there are

no exceptional points. Hence in particular, sR$f(+ oo) =lirrix..+00 sR,f(x) exists.

Now it is easy to verify that

|s2t./(+»)|  gMax |/(x) |
x£R+

tor f in C+. Thus sRJ( + oo) defines a positive linear functional on the space

of continuous functions on the compact set 2?+; and by the Riesz representa-

tion theorem, there is a regular measure P,(- | + oo) on R+ such that for/ in

C+,

sR.f(+ oo) =   f   f(y)P,(dy\+ oo).
J h+

For each s>0, P.(R+\ + °o) = 1; Helly's theorem then implies that a regular

measure P(-\ + °o) exists and a sequence {sn} tending to + oo such that for

each / in C+,
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(5.9) lim snR.J(+«>)=   f   f(y)P(dy\+ oo).

By a simple computation, one may verify the resolvent equation

(5.10) R,f(x) - R,.f(x) = (/ - s)RAR.f)i*)

for all/in C+, s, s'>0, and x in R+. li now for 5>0, we set x= + oo , and allow

5' to become infinite through the sequence {sn}, then (5.9) and the fact that

lim £,-/(+00) = 0

imply

#,/(+») = lim (£,/(+«>) - *../(+«>))

= lim(5n-5)£.„(i?»/)(+co)

= lim5„ic.„(ic,/)(+oo)

=   f   tf./(y)P(cfy|+«>).
7 ,r+

Of course, a similar result holds for the boundary point — 00. In fact, it is

easy to see that the same sequence {sn} may be chosen for (5.9) in both

cases.

The set {Rj\fdC0+, s>0} is a linear subspace of C0+, as one can easily

verify with the use of (5.10). By a theorem of Riesz, this subspace is dense in

Co  if for every regular measure p on R+ satisfying

f   R,fiy)pidy) = 0
7 R+

ior all /in C0+, 5>0, we have

f  fiy)y-idy) = 0

ior all /in C0+. Let /x be such a measure, and / a function in C^". It clearly

follows from the continuity properties of the paths in Ox, xdR, that

lim£{/(x(0)|x} =f(x);
(—0

hence

lim 5i?./(x) = f(x), xdR.
g—»eo

Again, by (5.9) and the preceding paragraph,
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lim SnR.J(+ oo) =  f   f(y)P(dy | ± oo)

= /(+«>),

since/ is in C£. Hence

0 = lim sn f   R,J(y)p(dy)

= lim s„R.J(y)y.(dy)
J R+ n—*«

= I   f(y)p(dy); q.e.d.
J R+

Finally, the techniques used to complete the proof of Corollary 1.3 are

completely standard. But since they are not at all involved, we repeat them

here for the sake of completeness.

Lemma V.6. Assuming the hypothesis and notation of Lemma V.5, if f is

in the space C0+, then the function

Ttf(x) = E{f(x(t)) | x}

is in C0+ ■ The operators Tt on Cq form a semi-group, and for f in CQ+,

lim Max | T,f(x) - 7V/(x) \   = 0.
l-l'->0,«,<'g0  z£S+

We prove first the standard result [XII, p. 230] that

(5.11) lim Max | E{R,f(x(t)) - R.f(x(t')) | x} |   =0
!-<'-H),l,«'a0    zGft+

if / is in C0+ and s>0. For by the Markov property

E{R,f(x(t)) - 2?,/(x(0) | *}

=   f   e~"E[f(x(t + t)) I x}dr -   f   e-"E{f(x(t' + r)) | x}dr
•^o J o

/i oo p oo

e-«E[f(x(r)) | x}aV - e"' j    er"E{f(x(r)) \ x}dr
t J  t'

/oo *% V
e-"E{f(x(r)) | x}dr + e"' I    e~"E{f(x(r)) \ x}dr;

and this expression certainly tends to zero uniformly for x in R as t — t' tends

to zero, since/ is bounded.

Now suppose/=2?,0g for some g in C0+ and s0>0. We apply to
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R.fix) =  f   e-'E{f(x(t))\x}dt
7 o

the well known inversion formula [e.g. XII, p. 210],

(5.12) E[f(x(t)) | x] = lim  £ --J-—nse""Rn)f(x),
»-»«   n-l W!

which is valid for all t>0, since £{/(x(<))|x} is by (5.11) a continuous func-

tion of t>0. In fact

I    oo      (_1)n+l

E-— nse»"Rn.f(x) - E{f(x(t)) \ x}
In=l W!

£s f °°e><>-<'h-°'{'-n   ■ | £{/(x(0) - f(x(t)) | x} | dt' + e-'" \ E[f(x(t)) \ x} \
7 o

=  Max   \E{f(x(t'))-f(x(t))\x}\
l-t'SS

+ 2 Max | f(x) | (e-e'"+ (1 - e'""') + <r'")

for 5>0. Now since/ = i?,0g for g in C0+, 50>0, by (5.11) the first term of the

right-hand side above can be made less than an arbitrary positive number e,

uniformly for x in R, by choosing 5 sufficiently small. Since the second term

then is less than e for sufficiently large s, uniformly in x, the result is that

(5.12) holds in the sense of uniform convergence on R+. But each term in the

sum in (5.12) is in C0+ and C0+ is closed under uniform convergence on R+.

Hence finally, E{f(x(t))\x} =Ttf(x) is in C0+ whenever/ = i?,0g for some g in

Cq" and 50>0.

Now the functions {R,g\gdC0+, s>0} are dense in C0+,and the operator

Tt is continuous on C0+. Thus Ttf is in Co whenever/ is in Co" and t^O. The

semi-group property for the operators {F(|j>0) is of course equivalent to

(2.1). Finally the strong continuity of the semi-group follows from the strong

continuity on the dense set {£»g|. For given a function/ in C0+ and e>0,

there is a function g in C0+ and 5>0 so that

Max | f(x) - R,g(x) |   < e/3.

Hence also

Max  | £{/(x(0) - R.g(x(t)) \x}\   < e/3

forallr=0. By (5.11) there is 5>0 so that t, <' = 0, \t-t'\ <5 imply

Max | E[R.g(x(t)) - R,g(x(t')) \ x} \   < t/3.
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These inequalities then imply that for t, t'^0, \t — t'\ <8,

Max \E{f(x(t))-f(x(l'))\x}\   <e,
XE.R+

which completes the proof of Lemma V.6 and thus of Corollary 1.3.

VI. Construction of diffusion processes. In this final section we give the

proof of Theorem II. As before, we divide the proof into a series of lemmas.

The first two of these show that the second hypothesis in Theorem II, that the

given transition probabilities be of local character uniformly on bounded in-

tervals, is sufficient for a collection of Markov processes {Qx, Pr {■ | x} | xCR}

with the path spaces described in Definition II to be constructed from them

by standard methods.

The remainder of this section is devoted to showing that hypotheses A0

and Bo together are likewise sufficient. This proof is considerably more com-

plicated; but it is in outline identical with the first proof, which may serve

to clarify the steps of the second.

Again, we precede the proofs proper with some preliminary generalities,

in order to reduce to a more manageable form the problem of constructing

Markov processes from given transition probabilities. This reduction is well-

known, but since the space of the desired process is prescribed, we may use a

procedure which is perhaps a little more direct than the general methods

developed by Doob [IV; V].

For each x in R, let Qx be the space of paths described in Definition II.

For each cylinder set, define

Pr { x(tj) C Ej, j = 1, ■ ■ ■ , n | x}

(6.1)       r r
=   I     • • •    I    P(x, ti, dyi)P(yu t2 — n, dy2) • • • P(yn-i, rn — t„_i, dyn);

J Ei J En

define Pr {A|x} by additivity for every set A which is a finite union of

cylinder sets. In order that the definition of Pr { • | x} may be extended to the

Borel field generated by the cylinder sets it is necessary and sufficient that

whenever {A„} is a decreasing sequence of sets, each a finite union of cylinder

sets, with f|A„ empty, then lim„_«, Pr {An|x} =0 [XVI]. If this condition is

fulfilled, then certainly the desired construction will be complete, since the

necessary properties of the measure follow from (6.1).

Now if such a sequence of sets is presented, each set A„ is defined by a

finite set 5„ of parameter values in the sense that if coGAn, x(t, co) =x(t, co')

for all r in 5n, then co'GA„. Let 5 = U5„. Let Qj* denote the space of all

paths, with no continuity restriction, from the sequence 5 to the extended

real line. By Kolmogorov's extension theorem [XVI ], the assignment (6.1)

determines a Borel measure PrtS) {• | x} on Qj*. To each set A„ in Qx depend-

ing only on 5 corresponds naturally a set Aj* in Qj* such that Pr {A„|x}

= pr(S)  {Ajf|x}; moreover, DA„ is empty in Qx if and only if no path in
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DAjf1 is the restriction to 5 of a path in Qx. That is, for every path to in

f|A„ there are <o>0, 5>0, and a compact subset F oi R such that for every

A>0, parameter values t, t' may be found in 5 with 0^t<t'<t+A<t0 ior

which x(t,u)dF, \x(t',w)-x(t,co)\ >5.

Thus the assignment (6.1) defined by the transition probabilities determines

a process with the path space £lxfor each x in Rif and only if for every sequence

S of parameter values, and for every to>0, 5>0, awd compact subset F of R,

the measure Pr(S) {• | x} satisfies

lim Pr(S) {For some t, l' in S, 0 g t < t' < t + A < t0: x(t, co) d F,
(6 . 2)        A-K)

I x(t', co) - x(t, co) I   > 5 I x} = 0.

This expression is, at least in theory, calculable from the given transition

probabilities. We observe finally that (6.2) is just the condition that every

separable process constructed from the transition probabilities have paths

satisfying Definition II with probability one [IV; V].

For the proof of Theorem II, then, it is sufficient to show that (6.2) is

satisfied for a fixed but arbitrary sequence S of parameter values which we

may assume is dense in the half line {j^O} and is closed under addition and

subtraction. Since the description of sets and functions will explicitly involve

S, it will cause no confusion to drop the preceding notation, writing Q,x = I2X

and Pr<s> = Pr.

Lemma VI. 1. If given stationary transition probabilities are of local charac-

ter uniformly on bounded intervals: i.e., if for every 5>0, a>0,

1
lim — P(x, t, I'(x, 5)) = 0
1-K>     t

uniformly for \x\ =a, then the measure determined by (6.1) satisfies: for positive

numbers a, b, there corresponds tx>0 such that

Pr i    Sup    | x(r) - x |   > 5 | xi = 2 Pr{ | x(t) - x |   > 5/2 | x}
(rGS.rSI J

whenever ttsh, \x\ ^a.

Since the set function Pr {• |x} is a measure on 0^, xdR, and since 5

is a dense sequence in the half line,

Pr \    Sup    | x(t) - x I  > 5 | xi

= lim Sup Pr < Sup  | x(r*) - x |   > 5 | xi .
A—0 »■„•••   ,T„GS,Tt-A<T]k_l<T45< US*£» /
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Now for every choice of ti, • • • , r„, setting t0 = 0,

Pr < Sup   | x(tj;) — x |   > 5 | x>

= E ?r 1 Sup   | x(r,-) - x |   £ «, | x(rk) - x\   > 8 \ xl
*=i      wsxt ;

= X) Pr { Sup   | x(r,) - x \   g S, \ x(rk) - x\   > 28 \ xl
4=1 \0^J<1 J

+ 2 Pr i Sup   | x(r,) - x |   g 5, 8 <  | x(rk) - x |   = 28\ x\ .
4-1 V.OSJ<t '

The first term equals

£ f        Pr{ | *(T» - rfc-i) - x |   > 25 | y}

• Pr < Sup   | x(t/) — x|   :£ 5, x(r/t_i) G dy \ x>
\psi<t )

n

= Z)    Sup    Pr { | x(rk — r*_i) — y |   > 5 | y\
fc=i f£l(i.l)

1
^I(n- r,_i)    Sup       Sup  — P(y, r, 7'(y, 5))

ifc=l »£/(!,S)    0<rgA    T

g*    Sup        Sup    — P(y, r, I'(y, 8)),

if Tk—A<Tk-i<Tk^t, k = l, ■ • • , n; and by hypothesis the last expression

tends to zero with A. We find a bound for the second term above by writing

Pr { | x(t) - x\   > 5/2 [ x}

^ Pr < | x(t) - x |   > 5/2;    For some k = 1, • • • , n:

Sup    | x(tj) — x I   ^ 5, 5 <   | x(r;t) — x |   g 25 | x>
o^j<t )

= Z f Pr { | x(t - rk) - x |   > 5/2 | y}
*-l»J i<|x-v|S8S

• Pr < Sup   | x(t,) — x j   g 5, x(t*) G oy | x>

^ Z Pr < Sup   | x(r,) - x |   g 5, 5 <   | x(t*) - x\   g 25 | xi
t_i        logj<t j

Inf Inf        Pr { | x(r) - y\ g 5/2 | y}.
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Now because of the hypothesis of uniform local character, we may certainly

choose tx so that / = h implies

ci 1
Inf Inf   Pr { | x(r) - y |   =? 5/2 | y}  =: — •

S<\x-v\&tS   OSrgl 2

In this case

£ Pr i Sup   | x(tj) - x |   g 5, 5 <  | x(rk) - x\   = 25 | xi
i_l K0£J<t )

= 2 Pr { | x(t) - x\   > 5/2 | x}.

Since the two bounds are independent of the particular choice of n, • • • , t„,

they yield, together with the relation at the beginning of the proof, the in-

equality VI.1.

Lemma VI.2. If the given transition probabilities are of local character uni-

formly on bounded intervals, then for positive numbers t0, a, 5, and for x in R

lim Pr {For some t, t' in S, 0 = t < t' < t + A < t0:
A->0

| x(t) |   =S «,  [ x(t') - x(t) I   > 5 I x}  = 0.

Again we write the expression in VI.2 as

lim Sup Pr <Forsome k = 1, • • •, w: | x(rk) \ _ a;
A->0     T,,- ■ •   ,T„GS,Tt-A<Tt_l<Tt< (0 1

Sup     ^   |x(t) - x(t*)| > 5|xi .

For each choice of n, • • • , r„, we have

Pr <Forsome k = 1, •••,»: | x(rk) |   ^ a;        Sup | x(t) — x(Tjt) | > 5 | x>
( Tt<rgrt+1,r£S )

^ £ f        Pr { Sup | x(r) - y\  > 5 | yi Pr {x(rk) d dy\ x}

n-1 1

= 2 Z (rw - rk) Sup -P(y, r*+1 - rk, I'(y, 5/2))
t=i l"|Sa rt+i — r*,

1
= 2/0   Sup    Suo — P(y, r, I'(y, 5/2)).

oStSa   |i/|^«  r

Hence the hypothesis of local character uniformly for \y\ ga implies VI.2.

Finally, in view of (6.2), Lemma VI.2 implies the result of Theorem II

under the hypothesis B. The proof has been arranged so that the steps may

correspond to those of the remainder of the section, where we assume through-
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out that stationary transition probabilities are given satisfying:

A0: For every bounded continuous function f on R and for every OO,

ff(y)P(x, t, dy) is a continuous function of x in R; and

B0: For every x in 2? and S>0,

1
lim — P(x, t, I'(x, 8)) = 0.
«-K>     t

Lemma VI.3. Suppose given transition probabilities, satisfying A0 and B0,

are used to construct a measure Pr {• | x} on the space Qx = Qx , according to

(6.1). Then for positive numbers a, b, 8, there corresponds ti>0 such that

Pr {For some r inS,0 g r g /: | x(r) — x\   > 8, \ x(t) |   _ b \ x}

g 2 Pr { | x(t) - x\   > 5/2 | x}

for t^h, |x| =a.

For let x be a point in R; let/ be a continuous function on R such that

0g/gl,/(y)=0 for |x-y| ^25/3, and/(y)=l for |x-y| ^55/6. The Lap-
lace transform

R>f(y) = f   e-'f f(z)P(y, t, dz)dl

is for each s>0a bounded continuous function on R and satisfies

lim sR,f(y) =/(y), y C R,

lim Max   f R,f(z)P(y, I, dz) - R.f(y)   = 0.
!->0     tl£R   I J

The first equation above clearly follows from the local character condition;

the latter equation is a standard result from the theory of semi-groups which

we have already used (cf. (5.11)). From the first of these equations and the

continuity of RJ" it follows [XI ] that given o>0, there are positive numbers

si, • ■ ■ , sn and a, • • • , c„, with 2~lck = l, such that

" 1
Max   2Z ckskRtJ(y) - f(y)   < — ■
1*1 g»   *_i 6

Denoting the function 2^LckSkRsJ by g, we have for \y\ ^b

Pr { | x(t) - x |   ^ 25/3 \y} = f g(z)P(y, t, dz) - — •

But since for each s>0, fRsf(z)P(y, t, dz) tends to 2c„/(y) uniformly for y in

2? as t tends to 0, the same is true of g. Hence there is <i(x)>0 such that
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t<tx(x), \y\ ^b, \x— y\ ^55/6 imply

Pr { | x(t) - x|   > 25/3 | y}  = g(y) - 1/3 =■ 1/2;

and if in addition |x—x'| ^6/6, then

Pr { | x(t) - x'|   > 5/2 | y} = 1/2.

Now a finite number of points Xi, • • • , x„ may be chosen so that the intervals

7(x*, 5/6) cover [ — a, a], with the result that there is /i>0 so that

(6.3) Pr { | x(t) - x|   > 5/2 \y} = 1/2

whenever <=7i, |x| ^a, \y\ ^b, and |x— y\ ^5.

For this range of t, x, y, and for every finite set of parameter values in 5

withO=r0<Ti< • • ■ <r„=f,

Pr { | x(t) - x\   > 5/2 | x}

= Pr { | x(t) — x |   > 5/2; For some k = 1, ■ ■ • , n:

| x(rk) — x | > 5,  | x(rk) |   = b | x}

n

= £ Pr { | *(ry) - x|   = 5 or   | x(r,) |   > b, j = 0, • • • , k - 1;
i=l

| x(t*) - x|   > 5,   I x(rk) |   =■ 6,  | x(0 - x|   > 5/2 I x}

= £ I Pr { | x(t,) - x |   = 5 or   | x(r,-) |   > Z>,
t-l7 |*_y|fc».|y|S» .

j = 0, • ■ • , k - 1;

| x(rk) - x\   > 5,   | x(rk) |    = J, x(rk) d dy\ x]

•Pr { | x(t- rk) - x|   > 5/2 | ?}

1 "
= — X) Pr { I x(tj) — x I   g 5 or   | x(t,) |   > 6, j = 0, • • • , k — 1;

2 t«.i

| x(tj,) — x|   > 5,  | x(TfcV|   g 6 | x}

= — Pr {For some k = 1, • • • , w: | x(rk) — x\   > 5, | x(rk) \   ^ b \ x}.

The bound thus found for the right-hand side is independent of the set

ri, • • • Tn of parameter values, and so is retained for the least upper bound

of the expression over all such finite sets of parameter values in S. But since

Pr { • |x} is a measure on the space fl^f, this least upper bound is just the

left side of VI.3, and hence that inequality follows.

Lemma VI.3 is most fundamental to our method of proof, for it relates

the behavior of the paths for small parameter values to the behavior of the

transition probabilities. In effect it states that under our working hypothesis,
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the paths of the process are continuous with probability one at / = 0, except

for the possibility of extremely large jumps. Note that if (6.3) held for all y

in R with |x— y\ ^8, then the latter possibility would be excluded. This is

one hypothesis and its result as given by Kinney [XV]; the proof of VI.3

occurs also in a paper by Ambrose [I]. That is, the probability that the path

has a large jump can be bounded in terms of the probability of return. In

general it seems impossible to bound this probability without assuming a

condition on the probability of return, such as Kinney's, or on the uniformity

of local character.

But before resolving this difficulty, we must develop the condition B0 of

local character into a more powerful tool by the use of the regularity condi-

tion Ao. Namely, for each positive integer k, for each x in R, and for 5'>0,

the hypothesis B0 implies the existence of a parameter value r in 5, with

0<t<2-*, such that P(x, r, I'(x, 8'/3))<2~kT. Again let/ be a continuous

function on R with O^f^l, f(y)=0 for \y-x\ ^8'/3, f(y) = l for |y-x|
^25'/3. Then ff(z)P(x, t, dz)^P(x, r, 7'(x, S'/3)) <2~*r; and since under
hypothesis A0 the left side is a continuous function of x, P(y, r, 7'(y, 5'))

^P(y, r, I'(x, 28'73)) £ff(z)P(y, r, dz)<2~kT for y in some neighborhood U

of x. Since x is arbitrary, there are a finite number of points x for which the

associated neighborhoods cover the closed interval [ — 0,0]. Thus

Lemma VIA Under the hypothesis of Lemma VI.3, for positive numbers

b, 8' and for a positive integer k, there is a finite valued function i-(t>(x) on

[—b, b] such that

P(x, r<*>(*), 7'(x, 5')) < 2-M*>(x),

t<*>(*) CS,        0 < t<*>(*) < 2-*

for \x\ ^b.

We set AA = inf|X|S(,T(t)(x), and r(i)(x) =Ak for |x| >b. For each x in R and

each path co in Qx, define by induction

so   (co) = 0,

5n+i(co)   =   Sn    (CO)  +  T       (X(sn    (cd), Co)).

With these tools we can now prove that the process we are constructing

has paths which are almost all continuous at t = 0:

Lemma VI.5. If the given transition probabilities satisfy conditions Ao and

B0, then for positive numbers a, 8 there is h>0 such that

Pr \   Sup     I x(t) - x I  > 5 I xi = 3 Pr < I x(t) - x I  > — I xl
(rSS.r^t ) ( 2 )

whenever \x\ _a and t^ti.
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For take b=a + 28 and choose h according to VI.3. Then for each positive

integer ko, using the preceding construction, we have

Pr <   Sup     | x(t) - x |   > 5 | xi

(6.4)      =: Pr {For some t = / in S: | x(t) - x |   > 5, | x(r) |   =: 6 | x}

+ Pr {For integers k > kB, n > 0; sn  (o>) = t,

I       /    <*K I      ^-   ,.      I       /   <*>n   I ,   I        )
|   X(5n_i)   —   X|     S  5,   I  X(5„    ) |    >  0 |  X)

+ Pr i  Sup      | x(r) I   > 6;       Sup   | x^*') - x\   =" 5 | xi

+ Pr{|x(/)|   >6|x}.

By VI.3 the first term on the right is less than 2 Pr {|x(/)-*| >(5/2)|x},

if t^h, |x| =a. Likewise the last term is certainly less than Pr {|x(/)—x|

>5/2|x} because of the choice of b. Denoting the values of t(1)(x) by

ti, • • ■ , Tr, the second term is not greater than

£     £ Pr { | *(,£) - x I   =5, 5^1 + t0c)(x(sZ)) = l;

\x(g)\  >b\x}

=    £    ££fM Pr{\x(sn-i)-x\   =5,5^1 + r, = /,
fc—fc0+l   n-l  ,-l"'r       (v)-r)i

x(sn-i) d dy | x} Pr { | x(r,) - y |   = 5 | y}

^    £    ££2-kT,?r{\x(sn-X)-x\   =5,
Ar=fc0+1    n"l   ,te'l

r     (x(5„_i)) = r„ 5„_i + r, = f | xj

^     £     £ 2-kE{Tlk)(x(sn-i));  I X(5^l) - x|   = 5, 5^ = t\x}

k=k0+l   n—1

=       f       2->£E{snk)-Sn'?i;Snk)^t\x}

fc-fco+1 n-l

=    £    2-'£J   £    ̂ '-5^1 lx}

OO

=   >   2-n = 2-*»/.
t- »f 1
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Finally we show that the third term in (6.4) is zero. This term is less

than the sum

£     Pr {| x(r) | > 6;      Sup       | x(s™) - x |   g 5 | xl ,
,6s,r<i I *>*o..„£« '

each term of which will be seen to vanish. For if tCS, t <t, the corresponding

term is less than

Pr { | x(r) I   > b; For some t' < e in 5: | x(r + t') - x \   = 8\ x}

= Pr { | x(t) I   > b; For some t' < e in 5:

| x(t + r') - x(r) I   > 5,   I x(r + r') I   g 6 I x}

=  I   Pr {For some r' < t in 5: | x(t') - y\  > 8,

1*0') |     ̂ ^}^,T,^)

for every e > 0, since by construction the sequence {s„ \ k > ka, n > 0} is dense

in the interval (r, t), and since 5 is closed under addition and subtraction.

Now VI.3 and B0 clearly imply that for each y in R,

lim Pr {For some r' < e in 5: | x(t') - y\   > 8, | x(t') |   = b \ y} = 0;
e->0

and so

lim Pr { | x(r) |  > b; For some / < e inS: \ x(r + r') - x |   g 8 | x}  =0,
e-»0

implying that the third term in (6.4) vanishes.

Combining the bounds for the terms in (6.4),

Pr <   Sup    | x(t) - x |  > 5 | xl  = 3 Pr { | x(t) - x |   > 5/2 I x} + 2~H.

Since ^o is arbitrary, VI.5 follows.

It seems very difficult to prove VI.5 without using the hypothesis that for

every OO, Pr {x(r)G2?|x} =1. For this allows the result of Lemma VI.3 to

be applied to the third term in (6.4); and we have no other techniques avail-

able to treat the third term. Now the use we have made of this hypothesis is

essentially as a condition on return: intuitively, the probability of return from

large finite values of the path is bounded by VI.3, while the probability of

return from ± oo is zero, since the path has these values on the sequence 5

only with probability zero. Whether other techniques will yield VI.5 without

such restrictions is not apparent.

We are not ready to apply VI.5 to the proof of (6.2), in analogy to

Lemma VI.2. Two more tools are needed before the final arguments can be

made.
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Lemma VI.6. Under the same hypotheses, if t0>0, a>0, 5>0, awci xdR,

then

Pr <For some t ^ to in S: \ x(t) | g a,

lim sup | x(t + r) - x(i) |   > 5 | xi  =0.
t\0,t£S )

For the left side is not greater than

£     Pr \ | x(t) |   =: a; For every A > 0,   Sup    | x(l + t) - x(t) \  > 51 xi
lGS,|S<„ ( rGS.rgA ,1

=      X,      lim Pr \ | x(l) |   g a,    Sup    | x(< + r) - x(t) \  > 5 | xi

=     V      j lim pr \    Sup     | x(r) - y I   > 5 | yi P(x, t, dy)

= 0,

since by VI.5 and B0, the integrand in each of the countably many terms is

zero.

Lemma VI.7. Let a, to, 5 be given positive numbers. For each x in R, and lor

each path w in Qx, define N(co; x, to) to be the largest number N of pairs

0gTi<Ti' <n< ■ • ■ <TN<Tif^to which can be found in S satisfying |x(t*)|

ga, |x(ta') — x(t*)| >5, k = l, • ■ ■ , N. If no such parameter values exist,

A(co; x, to) =0. That is, N(co; x, to) is the number of displacements on SC\ [0, t0]

of a distance more than 8 from points in [—a, a]. Then

Pr {N(oi; x, t0)   < oo | x} = 1.

It is clear that if ud$x, t, t'dS, N(u;x, t+t')^N(co;x, t)+N(a; x(t, co), t')

+ 1. In view of this it is sufficient to prove that for some />0, and for every

x in R, A(co; x, t) is finite with probability one. For if so, then for every

/o>0, x in R, Pr{yV(co; x, to) = <*> \x} = J2nt<tJPr{N(a>; y, t) = «>\y}
•P(x, nt, dy)=0.

To this effect we observe that

(6.5) lim   Sud Pr i   Sup    | x(r) - x|  > 51 xi  =0.

For if not, there is £>0, a sequence of points {xn} in [—a, a], and a sequence

{tn} of parameter values with tn \0, such that

Pr \    Sup    | x(t) - x„ |   > 5 | x„i ^ €.
L-Gs.rS(„ ;
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Since the interval [ —a, a] is compact, we may assume that there is a point x0

to which {xn} converges. Let/ be a continuous function on R such that

0=/=l, f(y) = l for |x0-y| ^5/4, /(x0)=0. Since E{f(x(t))\y} is a con-

tinuous function of y in R and since lim^o E{f(x(t)) \x0} =0, certainly there

is t such that E{f(x(t))\xn} <e/3 for n sufficiently large. But using VI.5,

Pr <    Sup    | x(t) — x„ I   > 5 | x„> ^ Pr <    Sup    | x(r) — xn\   > 8\ x„>
{rES.r<ln ) UGs.^l '

g 3Pr { | x(t) - xn\   > 5/2 | xn}

^3E{f(x(t))\ xn} <e

ii n is so large that |x0 — x„| <8/4, tn^kt^h. The contradiction establishes

(6.5).
Now choose t so small that

Sup Pr \   Sup     | x(r) - x |   > 5 | xl   ^ 1/2.
\x\ia (t£3,tS1 )

Let 0^Ti< • • • <r„^( be an arbitrary finite set of parameter values in

Sf\ [0, t]. Define 2V'(co; x, n, • • • , r„) to be the number of displacements of

the path co in Qx of a distance more than 8 from a point in [ — a, a] on the set

{ti, • • • , Tn}. Then whether or not |x| ^a,

Pr {N'(co; x, ti, •• • ,r„) ^ l| x}

= Pr <For some integer^' < n: | x(r,-) |   ^ a, Max | x(n) — x(r,-) |   > 5 | x>

= £ Pr { I *<?t) |   > a, i < j; | x(r,-) |   ^ a;
j=i v

Sup        | x(t) — x(t,-) I   > 5 I x>
T£S,rj<Tgl j

= H I Pr { I x(n) I   > a, i < j; x(t,) C dy\ x}
i~lJ \v\ia

•Pr \      Sup      | x(t) — y\   > 5 | y>
IrSS.r^t-Tj )

n

= 1/2 22 Pr { ! *(r*) |   > a, i < j; \ x(t,) |   g a | x}
)'=-i

= 1/2;

and this bound is independent of the set n, • • • , t«. If k>l,
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Pr {A'(co;x, n, ■ • . , t») = k\ x)

= Pr {For some integer/ < w: A'(«; x, n, • • • , r,) = k — 1;

iV'(&>; *(r/), r,+i, • ■ • , t„) =■ 1 | x}

= EJ   Pr {A'(co; *, r1( • • • , r.) < k - 1, t </;

#'(«; x, ti, • • • , ry) = k - 1, x(t,) G dy\ x}

•Pr {A'(co; y, rJ+1 - ry, • • • , rB - ry) £ 11 y}

= 1/2 Pr {Ar'(co; *, n, • • • , r„) = ft - 11 *}.

These relations imply

Pr {N'(t»; x, r,, • • • , t„) = Jfe | x} = 2~*, * = 1.

But again since 5 is countable, the least upper bound of

Pr {N'(w;x, n, • • • , r„) = *|x)

for all finite sets 0=^ti< • • • <r„=7 of parameter values in 5P[0, t] is

equal to Pr {N(ui; x, t)^k\x\; and thus the above bound holds for the

latter expression. Hence N(co; x, t) is finite with probability one for sufficiently

small t, and as we observed previously, this implies the same statement for

all/.
Combining the last four lemmas, we can now verify that (6.2) holds, and

that hence a diffusion process can be constructed from the given transition

probabilities.

Lemma VI.8. If stationary transition probabilities are given satisfying

hypotheses A0 aw7 B0, then the measure determined by (6.1) satisfies, for all

t0>0, 8>0, a>0,

lim Pr {For some t, t' in S, 0 g t < t' < t + A < ty.
A->0

| x(t)\ = a, | x(t') - x(t)\   > 5 | x} =0.

Let {snm} be the sequence constructed in Lemma VI.4 for &=a + 25,

5'= 5/3. Given e>0 we apply the preceding lemmas to prove first that a

positive integer ko may be chosen so that for k>ka, the probability is less

than e/2 that there are an integer n with 5*)=io, 1^(5®)I >a+8, a t in S

vfithsnv><t<sn%i, \x(t)\ ga, and arin 5 with t<r^s„% \x(r)-x(t)\ >28/3.

For suppose, given co, that there is a set k oi quadruples (k, n, t, r), con-

sisting of infinitely many integers k, to each corresponding an integer w with

5„*}(co) ^to, \x(snn)\ >a+8, a value t in 5 with s? <*<5„lji, |x(/)| =a, and a

value r in 5 with Kt^j*i, |x(t)—x(0| >25/3. Because of VI.6, unless co

is in a fixed set of probability zero, for each (k, n, t, t) in K, there is r/fc>0

such that Suprgs.rg,* \x(t+r)—x(t)\ ^8/3. We may clearly assume for the
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given set K that k'>k implies 2~*/ <tj*. We may also assume that the set

K satisfies either: k'>k implies snP>t; or: k'>k implies snP <t. In the first

case, the intervals [t, sj,*3], where (k, n, t, t), (k't «', t', t') are quadruples in

K with k' the successor of k, are disjoint, and these pairs r, snP of parameter

values define infinitely many displacements of the path co of a distance more

than 5/3 from a point in [ — a, a]. In the second case, since clearly then k'>k

implies sffli <t+nk, the intervals [t +rjk, r] corresponding to distinct integers

k are disjoint, and these likewise define infinitely many displacements of the

same type. But the probability that the path co has infinitely many such dis-

placements is zero, by VI.7; thus the probability is zero that the path has the

property described in the preceding paragraph for infinitely many integers k.

Hence ko may be chosen so that for k>ko, the probability of this event is less

than e/2.

Now let k be a sufficiently large positive integer. We have for A <A*, as

given in VI.4,

Pr {For some t, t' in S, 0 £ t < t' < t + A < t0:

| x(t)\   = a, | x(t') - x(t)\  > 5 | x}

^ Pr <For some / — l0 in 5: | x(/) |   = a,

Sup    | x(t + r) - x(t) I  > 5 | xi
reS.rgA ;

(6.6)     ^ Pr <For some integer n, sn    = to' | x(sn  )\   ^ a + 25,

Sup \x(slk))-x(r)\  > 5/3 | xl

+ Pr <For some integer n, sn    g to: \ x(s„ )\  > a + 5;

for some / in S, sn    < t < sn+i: \ x(l) \   ^ a,

Sup | x(r) - x(l) |   > 25/3 | xl .

For suppose | x(t) | ^o, tCS, and SupTes,r^A | x(t+r) —x(t) \ > 5; let n be

such that sf=f<s£,. If  \x(s™)\ £a + 8, then either

Sup | x(sn ' - x(y) |   > 5/3

or |x(sjfj1|=Sa+25,

SuP(t) I *(*»+i) - *W I  > «/3.
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If on the other hand, |x(5^)| >a + 8, then either

Sup       | x(r) - *(0|   > 25/3,

or \x(sn%1)\ ^a+28,

(te)

Sup x(sn+i) — x(r)     > 8/3.

T«.S..M.,<TS«n+1

The last term in (6.6) is less than e/2, because of the paragraph before last.

As for the first term

Pr <For some integer n; sn    ^ t0, \ x(s„  )\   ^ a + 25,

Sup | x(sn ') - x(t) I   > 5/3 | xi

^ E E f Pr { I *(*»*') I    ̂  a + 25, *J*} ^ t0, *(**) C dy \ x}
n=0   v=l >/ T<*>(V)_T,.

Pr \    Sup     I x(r) - y |   > 5/3 | y 1

^ E E f Pr { | x(s»k)) |   ^ a + 25, »* g *,, x(sf) G <2y | x}
7i_0  k=1 «/ T(*'(i/)-r»

3 Pr { | x(rv) - y\   > 5/6 | y}

^ EE f 3-2~*tp Pr { | *(**>) |   ̂ a+25,
n-0   y=\ J T(t)(l/)—T»

s^    ^ *0, x(s„  ) G dy\ x]

^ 2Z3-2-kE{r°t\x(snk})); | x(snk)) \   ^ a + 25, sf Jg /. | x}
n=0

^3-2-k2ZE{sl+i- sn   ;s„    ^t0\x}
n=0

£3-2-k(h+ 2~")

<e/2,

if k is sufficiently large. Thus (6.2) is verified, and the proof of Theorem II

is finally complete.
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